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Dear Jim,
 
I am writing to release to CAA for Subcommittee D's review and presentation three graduate programs
from the Knowlton School of Architecture in City and Regional Planning, specifically, the Master's and
Doctoral degree programs and a newly developed C@RP Graduate Minor Program.
 
To summarize our Committee's review, I can report that the Master's (MS) program was approved in its
initial vetting back in April with no concerns raised. Since we had a few questions about the Ph.D. and
the Graduate Minor programs, we have held the MS. until now so that the C@RP programs could be
sent forward as a complete package. We are now ready and happy to do so. Our questions and the
satisfactory answers that we have received in response are summarized below.
 
C@RP Graduate Minor:
 
Our Committee noted that the Minor proposal was clear and well thought out, offering appropriate
justification for what is a new Graduate Minor program with a demonstrable need. A question was
raised about the sufficiency of requiring only one (of three) core classes for granting the Minor, the
classic depth versus breadth question that always arises in vetting such programs. The program
offered strong justification for requiring only one core course, indicating that most Minor programs
would be seeking depth in a C@RP specialty area. The Committee also took note that the proposal
allowed for C- grades to be counted towards the Minor program while Graduate School rules require
grades of B or better (or an S grade) for course inclusion. The program has made the necessary
correction in this requirement. Finally, minor issues of clarification in the Additional Requirements,
Administration and Advising sections of the proposal were raised and addressed to the Committee’s
satisfaction.
 
C@RP Ph.D.:
 
Our Committee noted that an unusually large number of credit hours (27) were being
required post-candidacy and that the program itself was targeted for considerably more hours
than the Graduate School minimum. Relatedly, students were projected to take 15
hours/semester throughout their pre-candidacy period which was close to the Graduate
School maximum (16) before permission was required. A lack of clarity was noted in the
proposed Transition Policy and questions were raised about the scope of the transition and
the necessity for bridge courses.
 
The Committee was satisfied with the clarification and elaboration offered in the program
response. Specifically, the large credit hour requirement for post-candidacy enrollment
reflected a semester conversion model premised on 135 quarter hours, not the revised 120
quarter hours as the Graduate School minimum. Thus, in conversion, 90 hours was viewed as
the minimum requirement, instead of 80. The program's post-candidacy registration
requirement has been adjusted (5/semester) in recognition of the 80 hour minimum
requirement for the doctorate. While the program has indicated that 5 hours per semester (still
above the Graduate School requirement) is necessary to reach the overall degree requirement
(80), we would recommend that the program consider reducing further the post-candidacy
requirement to the minimum 3 hour enrollment while finding alternative and, perhaps, more
appropriate mechanisms (such as research and independent study hours) to bring students to
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the 80 hour doctoral enrollment requirement most cost-efficiently. This would seem to be
fairly easy to accomplish in a program that features considerable enrollment in educational
learning experiences that are not offered in traditional didactic classroom teaching settings.
 
In addition to addressing our post-candidacy/program credit hour concerns, the normal
utilization of a 15 hour semester course load was also satisfactorily justified. Finally, the
admittedly unclear Transition Policy was clarified and, it was underscored to the Committee's
satisfaction, that the small program size allowed for both customization of transition plans to
meet each student's needs and, as well. that bridge coursework was neither necessary nor
feasible.
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